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Abstract

This paper presents a novel multi-level wavelet based fusion algorithm that com-
bines information from fingerprint, face, iris, and signature images of an individual
into a single composite image. The proposed approach reduces the memory size,
increases the recognition accuracy using multimodal biometric features, and with-
stands common attacks such as smoothing, cropping, JPEG 2000, and filtering due
to tampering. The fusion algorithm is validated using the verification algorithms
we developed, existing algorithms, and commercial algorithm. In addition to our
multimodal database, experiments are also performed on other well known data-
bases such as FERET face database and CASIA iris database. The effectiveness of
the fusion algorithm is experimentally validated by computing the matching scores
and the equal error rates before fusion, after reconstruction of biometric images,
and when the composite fused image is subjected to both frequency and geomet-
ric attacks. The results show that the fusion process reduced the memory required
for storing the multimodal images by 75%. The integrity of biometric features and
the recognition performance of the resulting composite fused image is not affected.
The complexity of the fusion and the reconstruction algorithms is O(n log n) and is
suitable for many real-time applications. We also propose a multimodal biometric
algorithm that further reduces the equal error rate compared to individual biometric
images.
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1 Introduction

A major motivation for using biometrics is the ability to authenticate the

true identity of an individual [11]. It has been shown that some people have

difficulty with fingerprint for enrollment or verification due to the inherent

characteristics of their finger. Sometimes the problem is associated with noisy

data from biometric sensors and environmental conditions. All these lead to an

increase in false acceptance and false rejection rates. To overcome these prob-

lems, multimodal biometrics relies on more than one form of biometric data.

An overview of the multimodal biometric algorithms is presented in [6,8,10].

A new fast approach of multi-biometrics based on retrieval and verification

is presented in [6] and [8]. These algorithms first retrieve top matches using

one biometric trait and then verify the individual among the top matches us-

ing another biometric trait. Although multimodal biometrics addresses many

problems associated with single biometrics, a major issue arises with storing

multiple biometrics of a large number of users. Using selected feature sets from

individual biometric images can alleviate this problem; however the verifica-

tion is constrained to a dedicated system and lacks interoperability.

In [22], four levels of biometric data fusion are described. They are raw data

level fusion or image fusion, feature level fusion, match score level fusion and

decision level fusion. In this paper, we present a novel approach for raw data

level fusion which fuses the information from multiple biometric traits to gen-

erate a single composite image. The fusion algorithm is based on multi-level

discrete wavelet transform. The advantages of the proposed approach are re-

duction in memory size, increase in recognition accuracy due to the use of

multimodal biometrics, and resilience to common attacks such as smoothing,

cropping, JPEG 2000 and filtering. The effectiveness of the algorithm is vali-

dated by comparing the verification performance of biometric images extracted

from the composite fused image.
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2 Proposed Algorithm for Fusion and Reconstruction of Biometric

Images

The fingerprint, face, signature, and iris images represent the biometric of an

individual. A multimodal system that uses these four biometric traits requires

a large amount of memory for storage. A compact composite image is gener-

ated using the proposed fusion algorithm which retains the biometric features

for matching purposes. Wavelets are used to decompose an image into differ-

ent frequency components, and to analyze each component with a resolution

matched to its scale. Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) uses block based ap-

proach which makes it challenging to completely decorrelate the blocks at

the boundaries of the image. In biometric images, any discontinuity due to

artifacts can introduce false features or distort the already existing genuine

features. For example biometric images such as fingerprint contain ridges and

bifurcations, and are especially sensitive to blocking artifacts [17]. Any dis-

continuity due to artifacts introduces false minutiae points and lowers the

recognition accuracy. Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) on the other hand,

preserves different frequency information in a more stable form compared to

DCT and allows good localization both in time and spatial frequency domain.

Wavelet transformation splits the image into high frequency and low frequency

components. The Wavelet Transform of 1D signal f(t) can be written as,

γ(S, τ) =
∫
f(t)ψ∗

S,τ (t) dt (1)

ψS,τ (t) =
1√
S
ψ
(
t− τ

S

)
(2)

where ψS,τ (t) is the mother wavelet and S and τ represent the scaling and the

translation factors respectively. The mother wavelet for DWT is expressed as,

ψj,k(t) =
1√
Sj

0

ψ

(
t− kτ0

Sj
0

)
(3)
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Fig. 1. Wavelet Decomposition

where j and k are integer values. Using the Inverse Discrete Wavelet Transform

(IDWT), the original signal can be reconstructed as shown in Equation 4.

f(t) =
∫ ∫

γ(S, τ)ψS,τ (t) dτ dS (4)

The DWT and IDWT for a two dimensional image is obtained by computing

the one dimensional DWT and IDWT for each dimension separately, resulting

in the pyramidal representation of an image. Fig. 1 shows the DWT represen-

tation of low-frequency components of an image in the approximation band,

LL1, and the high frequency components in the detail subbands.

2.1 Fusion of Information from Biometric Images

The proposed biometric data fusion algorithm uses the fingerprint, face, iris,

and signature images of an individual as shown in Fig. 2 to generate a single

composite multimodal biometric image. Fig. 3 shows the process of fusing

biometric images to form a single image and is described as follows:

Step 1: The fingerprint image is decomposed to three levels using Daubechies

9/7 wavelet transform and the face, iris, and signature images are decomposed
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Fig. 2. Multimodal Biometric Images used by the Fusion Algorithm
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Fig. 3. Fusion of Information from Multimodal Biometric Images

to two levels. The additional level in the fingerprint image allows face, iris and

signature images to be embedded so that the reconstruction can be performed

with minimal error. Fig. 4 shows the wavelet decomposition of fingerprint,

face, iris and signature images.

Step 2: The HL1, HH1 and LH1 bands of fingerprint image are replaced by

the approximation bands of the transformed face, iris, and signature images.

Step 3: IDWT is performed on the combined image to generate a single com-

posite image with fingerprint as the base image and face, iris, and signature

images embedded into it. After fusion, the memory required for storing the

multimodal images is reduced by 75%.
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Fig. 4. Wavelet Decomposition of Fingerprint Face, Iris and Signature Images

Fig. 5. Scrambled Multimodal Biometric Fused Image

Step 4: The fused multimodal biometric image is scrambled using a secret

encoding key generated using Fibonacci Transforms [30]. The scrambled image

shown in Fig. 5 does not resemble any of the original images but it retains

the biometric characteristics needed for verification. This image can be safely

transmitted on any network for authentication, if desired.

In the proposed fusion algorithm, we replace the HL1 component of the finger-

print image by the LL1 component of the face image. The HH1 component of

fingerprint image is replaced by the LL1 component of the iris image, and the

LH1 component of the fingerprint image is replaced by the LL1 component

of the signature image. In this algorithm, the fingerprint image is chosen as

the base image. However, any image can be chosen as the base image without

affecting the overall performance.

2.2 Reconstruction of Original Biometric Images

Fig. 6 shows the block diagram for reconstructing the original fingerprint, face,

iris, and signature images from the scrambled fused multimodal biometric

image. The algorithm for retrieval is described below.
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Fig. 6. Retrieval of Individual Biometric Images

Step 1: When reconstructing the original images to perform authentication,

the scrambled fused image is descrambled using the decoding key [30].

Step 2: The image obtained after descrambling is decomposed into three levels

using the same wavelet bases (Daubechies 9/7). The HL1, HH1 and LH1

bands correspond to the approximation bands of face, iris and signature image

respectively.

Step 3: All the four images are reconstructed by applying the inverse wavelet

transform on these approximation bands with the other high level bands as

zero (linear approximation). Fig. 7 shows the reconstructed fingerprint, face,

iris and signature images.

Fig. 7. Reconstructed Fingerprint, Face, Iris and Signature Images

In the fusion process, the fingerprint image is decomposed to three levels in-
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stead of two because the fingerprint image reconstructed from 3-level decom-

position has better image quality. It has been shown that using a zero tree

structure the third level contains information about the first and the second

levels [14]. Experimentally, we verified that 3-level decomposition of a finger-

print image yields a better matching performance than 2-level decomposition.

For 3-level decomposition, the Equal Error Rate (EER) for fingerprint is found

to be 0.62% whereas for 2-level decomposition, it is 0.71%. The 3-level decom-

position also makes the composite fused image resilient to attacks because the

low and high frequency bands are more susceptible to attacks compared to

the middle frequency bands.

2.3 Effect of Varying the Biometric Image Resolution on the Equal Error

Rate

The proposed algorithm decomposes biometric images at different levels, which

affects the resolution of the images. Due to the transformation and linear ap-

proximation, images are down-sampled and as a result we obtain low reso-

lution images after fusion and reconstruction process. The effect of reducing

the resolution of biometric images on the verification performance is next ex-

amined. Before fusion, the resolution of all images is 512 x 512. The effective

resolution of the reconstructed face, iris and signature images is 128 x 128,

while the effective resolution of the fingerprint image is 256 x 256. To study

how the EER of each biometric trait changes with varying resolutions, the

images are down-sampled from 512 x 512 to 32 x 32 in steps of two using

wavelet transformation. The EER is calculated for each resolution using the

verification algorithms described in Section 3. Fig. 8 shows the EER of each

biometric trait at different resolutions. For each biometric trait, the EER re-

mains fairly constant and the performance is not degraded when the images

are down sampled from 512 x 512 to 128 x 128. Any further reduction in the
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resolution of the images increases the EER considerably. The performance de-

teriorates when these low resolution images are subjected to attacks. When

the effective resolution is reduced to 64 x 64 and 32 x 32, the EER increases

to 38% and 54% respectively, thereby rendering the composite image of little

value for practical use.
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Fig. 8. Impact on Equal Error Rates with Varying Image Resolutions

2.4 Computational Complexity of the Algorithm

The computational complexity of the proposed algorithm depends on the dis-

crete and inverse discrete wavelet transformation, replacement of approxima-

tion bands, and scrambling/descrambling process. For an image of size n x

n, the computational complexity of applying DWT and IDWT is O(n logn),

the replacement of approximation band has a complexity of O(n/4), and the

scrambling/descrambling has a complexity of O(n). Thus the overall complex-

ity of the fusion and the reconstruction algorithms is O(n logn). The fusion

algorithm took 0.41 seconds to generate the composite biometric image on a
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computer with processing speed of 2.8 GHz. The reconstruction of individual

biometric images from the composite image took approximately 0.45 seconds.

This level of performance is attractive for many real-time applications.

3 Algorithms for Verifying the Integrity of Reconstructed Biomet-

ric Images

This section describes the fingerprint, face, iris, and signature algorithms used

to verify the integrity of the reconstructed biometric images. The equal error

rate for each individual algorithm is calculated to validate the fusion algo-

rithm. We use an existing algorithm for fingerprint and propose new algo-

rithms for face, iris, and signature verification. To show that the performance

of fusion process is independent of the verification algorithms, we also included

other standard algorithms [15,18,23].

3.1 Fingerprint Verification

The fingerprint verification is based on minutiae matching algorithm. To ex-

tract the minutiae from the fingerprint image, a ridge tracing minutiae extrac-

tion algorithm [12] is used. The extracted minutiae are then matched using

a dynamic bounding box based matching algorithm [7]. The algorithm gives

the matching score based on Equation 5.

MS(finger) =
(

MaxS

MaxM

)
(5)

where MaxS is the maximum score among all the possibilities of the reference

minutiae [7] and MaxM is the maximum number of minutiae in the fingerprint

image. We use this matching score to compute the accuracy and determine

the integrity of the extracted fingerprint image from the composite biometric
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image.

3.2 Face Verification

Existing face recognition algorithms require large amounts of memory and

training data. We propose a new face recognition algorithm that is suitable

for a low memory environment and uses fewer training data. The algorithm

is based on the facial features extracted from the Gabor wavelet [5]. We use

Gabor wavelet to extract the facial features from the face image treating it as

a texture image and encoding it into the binary pattern [24]. In this process,

face is detected from the image using the face detection algorithm described

in [25]. The detected face is then converted into the polar coordinate system

and convolved with the Gabor filters in frequency domain. The output is a

complex valued matrix Z, which is the convolved form of face image. Phase

quantization is applied on this convolved image using Equation 6.

face =





1 Re(Z) ∗ Im(Z) ≥ 0

0 Re(Z) ∗ Im(Z) < 0

(6)

where face is the feature template obtained in the form of a binary template.

An example of the face template is shown in Fig. 9. The image stored in the

database is also convolved in a similar manner to generate the binary template

which is then used for comparison.

Fig. 9. Face Template using 2D Gabor Wavelets
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The proposed recognition algorithm does not require a large dataset for train-

ing. Since the algorithm encodes only the phase information in the face tem-

plate, it is invariant to changes in lighting. The Adaptive Hamming Distance

matching algorithm [16] computes the matching score as

MS(face) =

(
1 − 1

N

N∑

i=1

Ai ⊗ Bi

)
(7)

where Ai and Bi are the two templates to be compared, N is the number of

bits represented by each template and ⊗ is the XOR operation. This XOR

operation is performed by shifting bits from -8 to +8 in all directions enabling

the algorithm to handle angular rotations of around 100.

3.3 Iris Verification

The proposed iris verification algorithm uses 1D log Gabor for feature extrac-

tion [28]. Iris images are first preprocessed to retain the region of interest and

to remove the eyelids and eyelashes in the image [4,29]. The preprocessed iris

image is convolved with 1D log Gabor wavelet to generate an iris template.

In [1], log Gabor filters are used for natural textures which often exhibit a

linearly decreasing log power spectrum. In the frequency domain, log-Gabor

filter bank is defined as,

Gij(ωr, ωϕ) = G(ωr − ωrα
i
, ωϕα

i
) (8)

where (r, ϕ) are polar coordinates, ωrα
i

is the logarithm of the center frequency

at scale i, and ωϕα
i

is the jth orientation [1]. G(ωr, ωϕ) is defined as,

Gωr ,ωϕ = exp(
ω2

r

2σ2
ri

−
ω2

ϕ

2σ2
ϕj

) (9)

where σ2
ri and σ2

ϕj are the Gaussian parameters. Similar to face template gen-

eration, a bitwise iris template is generated using the phase information of
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the iris image extracted from 1D log Gabor wavelet. An example of an iris

template is shown in Fig. 10.

Fig. 10. Iris Template using 1D log Gabor

The iris matching score is calculated using,

MS(iris) = (1 − AHDiris) (10)

where AHD is the Adaptive Hamming Distance. This score is used to compute

the iris recognition accuracy and to validate the functional integrity of the

extracted iris image from the composite biometric image generated by the

fusion algorithm.

3.4 Signature Verification Algorithm

The proposed signature verification algorithm uses 1D Gabor wavelet [5] for

feature extraction [27]. Signature images are preprocessed using a low-pass

filter to eliminate spurious noise inherent in the acquisition process [2]. For

generating the Signature Code using 1D Gabor wavelet, the 2D signature

pattern is decomposed into a number of 1D signals. Each 1D signal is then

demodulated using 1D Gabor wavelet to extract its phase information. A 1D

Gabor wavelet, with width parameter w and frequency parameter ν is defined

as,

ψ(x) = w−1/2e−π(x/w)2ei2π(νx)/w (11)

It is a complex function and its real part ψR(x) and imaginary part ψI(x) are

given by,
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ψR(x) =w−1/2e−π(x/w)2 cos 2π(νx/w)

ψI(x) =w−1/2e−π(x/w)2 sin 2π(νx/w) (12)

After applying Gabor wavelet, phase information of the signature image is

extracted and converted into the binary form using the demodulation process.

The binary information is a bitwise template containing a number of bits of

information called the Signature Code. Fig. 11 shows an example of a Signature

Code.

Fig. 11. Signature Code using 1D Gabor Wavelet

To determine the matching score,MS(sign), the Hamming Distance HDsign

is calculated from Equation 13.

MS(sign) = (1 −HDsign) (13)

This score is used to calculate the recognition accuracy and serves as a metric

to quantitatively verify the integrity of the extracted signature image from the

composite fused image.

4 Experimental Results

The proposed biometric fusion algorithm is validated using the algorithms

described in Section 3 and other well known algorithms described in the lit-

erature [15,18]. The experiment is performed using a multimodal database of

fingerprint, face, iris and signature images. In addition, we included a commer-

cial database with Sagem Morpho automatic fingerprint identification system

[23], and other widely used databases in this research [3,19].
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4.1 Description of Databases

The first set of experiments is performed using a multimodal database of

fingerprint, face, iris, and signature images of 100 individuals. The multimodal

database consists of seven images of each biometric for every individual. The

size of all images is 512 x 512. The database is created in three different sessions

with a time interval of four weeks each; three images of each biometric trait

are captured in session one, two images in session two and the remaining two

in session three. Frontal face images with around 100 of rotation are captured

under varying lightning conditions and facial expressions. For preparing the

database, fingerprint images are captured using the process described in [7]

and iris images are captured using the process described in [3]. For preparing

the signature database, the signatures are first collected on white paper and

then scanned at 500 dpi. The three images of the first session are used for

training purposes and the remaining four images of face, fingerprint, iris and

signature from the last two sessions are used for testing. Fig. 12 shows an

example of the multimodal database used in experiment.

The second set of experiments is performed using individual databases of fin-

gerprint, face, iris and signature images. A database of 2.8 million fingerprints

collected by law enforcement officials is used with Sagem Morpho’s commercial

automatic fingerprint identification system (AFIS) for fingerprint verification

and computing the matching scores [23]. For face verification, the frontal and

the semi-profile face images are selected from the FERET color face database

[19]. The Local Feature Analysis [18] algorithm is used for verification to cal-

culate the EER. For iris verification the CASIA iris image database [3] is used

and the EER is calculated using the algorithm described in [15]. For signa-

ture verification, the signature image database and the signature recognition

algorithm described in Section 3.4 is used.
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 12. Example of Multimodal Biometric Database with Images collected during
(a) first month (b) second month and (c) third month

4.2 Validation of Proposed Fusion Algorithm

The effectiveness of the proposed algorithm is validated using diverse data-

bases that include a dedicated multimodal database, well known individual

biometric databases, and a commercial database. We also validate our pro-

posed fusion algorithm using verification algorithms that we developed, exist-

ing algorithms in the literature, and commercial algorithm used in AFIS.

To determine the performance accuracy of fingerprint, face, iris, and signature

we calculate the equal error rates before fusion. This represents the reference

metric before the composite image is created using the proposed fusion algo-

rithm. The error rates are calculated after reconstructing individual biometric

images from the fused composite image. One of the advantages of our proposed

approach, besides saving memory due to fusion, is the robustness to geometric

and frequency attacks such as JPEG 2000, filtering, cropping and smoothing.
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In a biometric system, images are stored in a database either locally or re-

motely and can also be distributed over servers. These stored images are vul-

nerable to attacks or can be intentionally tampered for misrepresenting one’s

identity. Also, when images or templates are sent over communication chan-

nels for matching, there could be errors introduced or the templates could be

subjected to attacks [21,26]. These different attacks can cause degradation in

performance and affect the reliability of the system. It is therefore imperative

to verify that the composite fused biometric image is secure and resilient to

tampering.

The composite image is subjected to different attacks, such as compression

attack in which the image is compressed by 50% using JPEG 2000 standard

and then reconstructing the individual images to evaluate the performance.

Similarly, filtering and smoothing operations are performed separately using

a 3 x 3 kernel. For cropping attack, the fused image is cropped by 10% from

all four sides. The error rates are calculated after reconstructing individual

biometric images from the fused composite image with these attacks.

Table 1 summarizes the equal error rates of biometric images before fusion

and after reconstruction of individual images without attacks and with attacks.

The results show that compared to the error rates before fusion, the error rates

marginally increase when the fused biometric image is reconstructed without

attacks and when subjected to attacks. The experimental results show that

the proposed fusion algorithm does not affect the integrity of the biometric

images. It is robust to tampering and has negligible effect on the verification

performance.

The fusion algorithm is further validated using a commercial Automatic Fin-

gerprint Identification System with 2.8 million fingerprints. The top 10 match-

ing scores from the AFIS are obtained for the original fingerprint before fusion.

The experiment is repeated using the reconstructed fingerprint from the fused

17



Table 1
Performance of the Biometric Images Before Fusion and After Reconstruction

Verification EER (%) EER (%) Equal Error Rate (%)

Database Algorithm Before Fusion After Reconstruction After Reconstruction - With Attacks

No Attacks JPEG Filtering Cropping Smoothing

Multimodal Fingerprint [7,12] 0.55 0.62 1.09 1.27 0.86 0.71

Multimodal Face [24] 4.26 4.53 5.16 5.65 5.12 4.81

Multimodal Iris [28] 0.51 0.69 1.06 1.27 0.84 0.78

Multimodal Signature [27] 9.80 10.18 11.03 11.31 10.48 10.27

FERET Face [18] 5.21 5.88 6.59 6.99 6.33 6.16

CASIA Iris [15] 0.79 0.93 1.65 1.87 1.52 1.07

image without attacks. Next, the same set of experiments is performed when

the fused composite image is subjected to various attacks. Fig. 13 shows that

the fingerprint matching scores before fusion and after reconstruction rep-

resents the best scores, denoting a genuine match. The second best match

in each set generates significantly lower matching scores. Fig. 14 shows that

when the composite fused image is tampered, the proposed fusion algorithm

is resilient to common attacks such as compression, smoothing, cropping, and

filtering. There is very slight degradation in verification performance. We also

compared the performance of the proposed fusion algorithm with image com-

pression technique. For this, the biometric images were subjected to WSQ

compression [20] followed by scrambling and then the same four attacks were

performed on the scrambled images. The error rates of these images were com-

puted using the verification algorithms. In the experiments we found that the

WSQ compression technique was not able to handle the attacks and the error

rates increased from 1.74% to 5.32% for different biometric images. The next

section addresses the improvement in performance accuracy by using multi-

modal biometric information for verification purposes.
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5 Improving Verification Performance using Multiple Biometric

Images

A single biometric introduces the problem of non-universality and circumven-

tion. To overcome this problem, multiple biometric traits are used for user
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verification. The proposed fusion algorithm uses fingerprint, face, iris and sig-

nature to generate a composite image. To validate the fusion and reconstruc-

tion process, the matching score of multimodal biometrics algorithm fuses

the matching score of the individual biometric algorithms and gives the fused

score which is used for verification. There are several classifiers for the fusion

process. Analysis of several classifier rules is conducted in [13,22]. It is sug-

gested that the weighted sum rule is more effective and outperforms other

fusion schemes based on empirical observations [9]. The weighted sum rule is

defined as,

MSfusion =
N∑

i=1

ωiMSi (14)

where, ωi is the weight factor of the ith biometric trait.

For multimodal fusion, we use the user specific weighted sum rule because the

performance of this algorithm is found to be more effective in terms of false

acceptance rate and false rejection rate. The matching score for the multimodal

fusion algorithm is calculated using Equation 15.

MSfusion = a ∗MS(finger) + b ∗MS(face) +

c ∗MS(iris) + d ∗MS(sign) (15)

where a, b, c and d are the user specific weight factors for fingerprint, face, iris

and signature respectively.

For every individual the separation point is different for each biometric trait

and this makes the process user specific. By defining the separation points,

t1, t2, t3 and t4 during enrollment, we calculate the user specific weight fac-

tors. Here t1 is the separation point for fingerprint of a particular individual.

Similarly t2, t3 and t4 are the separation points of face, iris and signature re-

spectively. The weight factors are obtained using Equations 16 - 19 and are
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further used to calculate the matching scores.

a =

[
1 − (FARfinger + FRRfinger)

1 − FARfinger

]

t1

(16)

b =

[
1 − (FARface + FRRface)

1 − FARface

]

t2

(17)

c =

[
1 − (FARiris + FRRiris)

1 − FARiris

]

t3

(18)

d =

[
1 − (FARsign + FRRsign)

1 − FARsign

]

t4

(19)

FAR denotes the false acceptance rate and FRR denotes the false rejection

rate for an individual. The identity of a person is verified if,

MSfusion ≥ η (20)

where η is the user specific matching threshold. The matching threshold is

adjusted for each user such that it is sensitive enough to reduce the false ac-

ceptance and false rejection and hence improve the performance of the system.

Table 2 shows the equal error rate of the proposed multimodal biometric al-

gorithm before fusion and after reconstruction of biometric images from the

composite fused image. Using this approach we further reduce the EER to

0.27% from the individual EER of 0.51% previously obtained for iris and

0.55% obtained for fingerprint, as shown in Table 1. Additional validation

is performed using a recent multimodal biometric algorithm [9]. While the

performance of the proposed multimodal biometric algorithm is better, the

existing algorithm provides a good baseline reference for comparison and val-

idation. Table 2 shows that when the composite fused image is subjected to

various attacks, there is negligible degradation in performance of the recon-

structed images with both algorithms. The results in Tables 1 and 2 show that

the fusion and reconstruction algorithms are effective and did not affect the
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Table 2
Performance Accuracy of the Fused Biometric Images Before and After Fusion

Multimodal Fusion EER (%) EER (%) Equal Error Rate (%)

of Biometric Scores Before Fusion After Reconstruction After Reconstruction - With Attacks

No Attacks JPEG Filtering Cropping Smoothing

Proposed Algorithm 0.27 0.27 0.38 0.45 0.31 0.29

Existing Algorithm [9] 0.49 0.51 0.62 0.70 0.55 0.54

integrity of the original images. The high level of verification performance of

images obtained after reconstruction and with attacks validate that the bio-

metric features are not compromised even when the total memory requirement

is reduced by 75%.

6 Conclusions

In this paper we proposed computationally efficient biometric fusion algorithm

which fuses information from four biometric images into a single composite im-

age using multi-level discrete wavelet transformation. The proposed algorithm

not only reduces the memory requirement by 75% but is also resilient to com-

mon tampering attacks such as smoothing, cropping, JPEG 2000 and filtering.

The performance of the fusion algorithm is validated using different verifica-

tion algorithms including algorithms we developed, existing algorithms and

commercial algorithm. Experiments are carried out on a multimodal biometric

database and other existing databases such as FERET face database, CASIA

iris database, and fingerprint database from Sagem Morpho. The quantitative

validation process establishes that the integrity of the biometric features used

for personal verification is not compromised. We also proposed a multimodal

biometric algorithm based on user specific weighted sum rule to further reduce

the equal error rate compared to individual biometric images.
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